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Expert Opinions in Construction Cases
 Expert testimony is typically needed to prove/defend
liability & damages.
 Who is at fault?
 How much will it cost to fix the problem?
 Are there consequential damages,
such as business interruption and
lost profits?
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Types of Experts in Construction Cases
 Architects – commercial, industrial, residential
 Engineers – structural, civil, electrical, mechanical, geotechnical, mining,
tunneling, hydrologists, environmental, remediation, process, metallurgist,
other
 Surveyors, Appraisers, Inspectors
 Scheduling experts
 Damages experts
 OSHA experts
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Daubert Challenge is a Good Strategy in Construction Cases

 Trial strategy should include evaluating a pre-trial Daubert
challenge to the admissibility of an expert
 Evaluate chances of success on Daubert challenge and the
cost of the challenge
 Clients should be advised that juries give great weight to
experts
 Courts are more willing to exclude experts since Daubert
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Federal Rules: Pre-Daubert – the Frye Standard
 Frye v. United States, 293 F. 1013 (D.C. Cir. 1923) – Defendant
offered expert on validity of Polygraph Test taken by Defendant.
 The opinions of experts or skilled witnesses are admissible in evidence
in those cases in which the matter of inquiry (science, art, or trade)
requires previous experience or study to understand.
– When the question involved does not lie within the range of common experience or
knowledge, but requires special experience or special knowledge, then the
opinions of witnesses skilled in that particular science, art, or trade to which the
question relates are admissible in evidence.
– Frye: Courts required data and methodology used by an expert in developing an
opinion be based on a scientific theory of the kind that was "generally accepted" by
other practitioners within that particular expert's discipline.
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The Frye Standard: "Narrow" Standard
 The Frye test: The "community of experts" determines
the validity of a scientific determination in a particular case.
 Minority Standard: Still used in a handful of states
including California, Illinois, New Jersey, New York,
Pennsylvania, Washington.
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Federal Rule of Evidence 702
 50 years after Frye, Rule 702 was adopted (1975): Testimony
by Expert Witness.
 The first version of Rule 702 provided that a witness who is
qualified as an expert by knowledge, skill, experience,
training, or education may testify in the form of an opinion or
otherwise if:
a. the expert’s scientific, technical, or other specialized knowledge
will help the trier of fact to understand the evidence or to determine
a fact in issue;
b. the testimony is based on sufficient facts or data;
c.

the testimony is the product of reliable principles and methods;
and

d. the expert has reliably applied the principles and methods to the
facts of the case.
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Daubert – 25+ Years of Gatekeeping
Relevant & Reliable
 Daubert v. Merrell Dow Pharmaceuticals, Inc., 509 U.S. 579 (1993),
expert testimony as to teratogenic effect of Bendectin (birth defects).
https://www.bendectin.com/en/
 Plaintiffs' expert relied on animal, pharmacological studies which did not
meet Frye's "general acceptance" standard. Defendant filed for
summary judgment based on no causal link.
 Question: Did Rule 702 supersede the Frye test? Rule 702 makes no
mention of "general acceptance" as a prerequisite for admissibility.
 Supreme Court vacated and reversed Ninth Circuit.
 Gatekeeper: The Judge makes a preliminary assessment of whether
the reasoning or methodology underlying the testimony is
scientifically valid (i.e., reliable), and whether that reasoning or
methodology properly could be applied to the facts at issue (i.e.,
relevant).
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Daubert: Nonexhaustive Factors
 Daubert & Rule 702: "Flexible" approach as to admissibility.
 The jury decides the credibility and the weight.
 The Judge's focus is on the principles and methodology, not
just on the conclusions they generate.
1. Whether the theory or technique presented as expert testimony
and evidence can be (and has been) tested;
2. Whether the theory or technique has been subjected to peer
review and publication;
3. The known or potential rate of error;
4. The existence and maintenance of standards controlling the
technique's operation; and
5. "General acceptance."
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General Electric Co. v. Joiner:
Abuse of Discretion Standard (1997)
 The Supreme Court reviewed the standard of review (circuit split).
 Joiner was exposed to PCBs while repairing electrical transformers.
Joiner, a smoker, contracted lung cancer and sued alleging PCBs
"promoted" his cancer.
– District Court granted defendants motion for summary judgment, finding no
evidence of causation.
– The Eleventh Circuit applied a stringent review (de novo type standard),
affording no deference to the trial court's decision.

 Supreme Court rejected the idea of appellate court gatekeepers and
held ordinary, abuse of discretion standard applied to trial court.
 Daubert test applies to methodologies, rationale, and expert
conclusions: "A court may conclude that there is simply too great a
gap between the data and opinion proffered."
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Kumho Tire (1999):
Extends Daubert to All Expert Testimony

 Plaintiff's tire blew out causing fatal accident. Plaintiff's
expert opined to defect in tire.
– Defendant granted summary judgment based on application
of Daubert reliability factors.
– Eleventh Circuit reversed concluding Daubert was limited to
scientific testimony.

 The Supreme Court held Rule 702 broadly applied to all
types of experts. All expert testimony must be reliable.
 Rule 702 amended in 2000 to incorporate Kumho Tire and
Joiner decisions.
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The Five "Gates" of Admissibility
 The Ninth Circuit paraphrased Rule 702 as follows:
1. The witness is sufficiently qualified as an expert by knowledge,
skill, experience, training, or education;
2. The scientific, technical, or other specialized knowledge will help
the trier of fact to understand the evidence or to determine a fact
in issue (helpfulness / relevance);
3. The testimony is based on sufficient facts or data;
4. The testimony is the product of reliable principles and methods;
and
5. The expert has reliably applied the relevant principles and
methods to the facts of the case.
City of Pomona v. SQM N. Am. Corp., 750 F.3d 1036, 1043 (9th Cir.
2014).
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Expert Qualifications
 Since Daubert, courts have been more willing to exclude expert testimony,
at the summary judgment stage, motion in limine stage, and trial stage.
 Expert Qualifications:
– Must be qualified in the specific field of testimony
 Type of engineer / Type of claim at issue
 Case-by-case basis / No bright line rule.

 Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. v. Rios, 143 S.W.3d 107, 116 (Tex. App.–
San Antonio 2004, pet. denied) – in a tire defect case, research scientist
was qualified to testify regarding general adhesion principles but not
adhesion principles as they applied to specific tire.
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Additional Factors / Robinson (Tex. 1995)
1. The extent to which the theory has been or can be tested;
2. The extent to which the technique relies upon the subjective
interpretation of the expert;
3. Whether the theory has been subjected to peer review or publication;
4. The technique’s potential rate of error;
5. Whether the underlying theory or technique has been generally
accepted as valid by the relevant scientific community; and
6. The non-judicial uses which have been made of the theory or
technique.
7. DAMAGES: Must be “Reasonable & Necessary” McGinty v. Hennen,
372 S.W.3d 625 (Tex. 2012) (Seabrook house suffered water damage
and mold from construction defects – take nothing judgment because
expert failed to use the magic words “reasonable and necessary”)
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Expert Qualifications – Fact Specific
Freesen, Inc. v. Boart Longyear Co., 2009 WL 4923598 (C.D.Ill. Dec. 8,
2009)


Plaintiff's damages expert had 20 years of experience in the field of construction
accounting, had been a CPA since 1974, and was certified as a forensic expert.
Defendant challenged the expert because he had no experience calculating lost
opportunity damages, and he had not written about, taught, or testified about lost
opportunity damages.



The court held the expert was qualified to render opinions as to lost opportunity damages
and the expert's alleged lack of experience in one specific area goes to the weight of the
expert's testimony, not its admissibility.

Hewitt v. Liberty Mutual Group, Inc., 82 F.R.D. 681 (M.D. Fla. 2010)


Plaintiff's roof sustained damages during a hurricane. Plaintiff's insurance adjuster expert
opined the damage was due to wind, a covered event. Defendant challenged the expert
on the basis of qualifications since the expert was not an engineer or construction expert
and had performed no analyses as to whether the damage could have been caused by
construction defect.



Court ruled this went to the weight of the expert's testimony and not the admissibility of
his testimony.
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Is the Testimony Relevant & Reliable?
1. Testing
2. Error rates
3. Peer review and publication
4. General acceptance of an expert’s pricing methods within the
construction industry
5. Estimating software widely used by industry professionals
6. Differences in pricing based on location
7. Destructive testing to verify extent of defects & to support damages
8. Competitive bids
9. Pricing prepared solely for litigation
10. Published price lists
20

Ipse Dixit – “analytical gap between data & opinion”
Nationwide Agribusiness Ins. Co. v. Varco Pruden Bldgs., No. 5:19CV-083-M-BQ, 2020 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 253386, at *28-29 (N.D. Tex. 2020)
 To conclude that the subject weld was under designed to withstand the
wind loads Pitzer says it should have tolerated, Pitzer needed to
determine the weld's capacity, as designed.
 For Pitzer to find that wind loads exceeded the weld's actual strength,
he needed to determine the weld's capacity as constructed.
 He did neither.
 Pitzer cannot reliably opine that the subject weld was under designed,
or failed under a load it should have withstood, without first determining
what its design capabilities were or at what point it would fail.
 The gap between Pitzer's analysis and the opinions proffered is simply
too great, and the result is that the opinions are speculative and must
be stricken.
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Is the Testimony Relevant?
Hutton Contracting Co., Inc. v. City of Coffeyville, 2004 WL
2203449 (D. Kan. Sept. 24, 2004)
 Plaintiff's expert testified as to weather and material related to
extensions to the project schedule
– Opinion based on industry custom; however, the industry
customs were directly contradicted by the terms of the
contract
 Defendant moved to exclude
– Court excluded the testimony stating the expert never
contended the contract was ambiguous, which might have
made industry customs relevant
 Expert testimony is irrelevant if the expert relies
assumptions that do not have support in the record

on
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Is the Testimony Reliable?
 The trial court will undertake a rigorous examination of the
facts on which the expert relies, the method by which the
expert draws an opinion from those facts, and how the
expert applies the facts and methods to the case at hand.
– Expert's methodology – reliable principles/methods
– Foundational data – sufficient facts
– Reliably apply the principles to the facts of the case (the
analytical gap may not be too big)
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Reliable Testimony
Steffy v. The Home Depot, Inc., 2008 WL 5189505 (M.D.Pa. Dec.
10, 2008)
 Two expert challenges involving a construction project where plywood
was allegedly releasing formaldehyde
 Plaintiff's expert challenged because he did not account for other
potential sources of form-aldehyde, other tests available
– Court held failure to perform other tests did not make methodology
unreliable, instead, it affects the weight of his conclusions

 Defense expert's opinion that HVAC created some of the issues
challenged because he relied on other's results
– Court allowed the testimony stating not only did he rely on another expert's
scientific testing, but also used other data to formulate an opinion within his
area of expertise
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Failed Reliability: Expert Bias
 Courts commonly cite to experts "cherry picking" data, or
altering an accepted methodology for purposes of litigation,
as a basis to find that the expert's testimony is biased and
unreliable
– Experts that abandon objectivity and become advocates for
the side that hired them may be unreliable
– Barber v. United Airlines, Inc., 17 Fed.Appx. 433, 437 (7th
Cir. 2001) ("selective use of facts fails to satisfy the scientific
method and Daubert)
– Fail-Safe, LLC v. A.O. Smith Corp., 744 F.Supp.2d 870, 891
(E.D.Wi. 2010) ("Mr. Fox is equally guilty of 'cherry picking'
the evidence he used in formulating his opinion)
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Reliability
Westfield Insurance Co. v. Weis Builders, Inc., 2004 WL 5508126 (D.
Minn. Oct. 19, 2008)
 Plaintiff's architect expert was challenged for lack of testing
– The expert was experienced in building envelope construction and
waterproofing systems
– The expert investigated the cause of a water leak by creating 20 destructive
test openings and discovered the water soluble film on the waterproofing
membrane had not dissolved at four of the openings
– The expert concluded the waterproofing membrane failed to perform and
was partly responsible for the leaks
– The expert did not perform any testing on the waterproofing membrane
itself, but opined it was visually defective
 The court held the expert's observations, along with the expert's extensive
experience in the industry, were enough to make his testimony admissible, and
any disputes with his testimony could be explored in cross-examination.
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Impact on Case Management
 Increasingly common to challenge experts
 Timing and sequence of expert disclosures
 Pretrial discovery and production of expert files
 Investigative discovery outside the rules
 Timing and sequence of expert depositions
 Expert rebuttal
 Build enough time into the schedule
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Impact on Case Management
 Timing of a Daubert motion
– At close of expert discovery
– At same time as dispositive motion
– As part of motions in limine

 On average, federal courts take 84 days to rule on Daubert
motion
– (James Cooper, Timing and Disposition of Daubert Motions in
Federal District Courts: An Empirical Examination, George
Mason University School of Law (2015).
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Impact on Case Management
 “If forced to choose between filing a Daubert challenge too
late to enable the trial judge properly to understand and rule
on it, or filing it early enough to facilitate proper review, it is
more prudent to file early.” Judge Paul Grimm (D. Md.)
 Why does timing matter?
– Exclusion of expert evidence may prevent opponent from
proving a necessary element of claim or defense
 Inn by the Sea Homeowner’s Ass’n Inc. v. SeaInn, LLC, 2015
Miss.
– LEXIS 379 (Miss. July 30, 2015) (excluding expert and granting
summary judgment); M.B. ex rel. Scott v. CSX Transp., Inc., 2015
WL 5315961, -- F.Supp.3d -- (N.D.N.Y. Sept. 11, 2015) (same)
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To File or Not to File a Daubert Motion
 Considerations against making a Daubert challenge
– Weak arguments
– Expose strategy prematurely (reasonable & necessary)
– Limitations on resources
– Challenge to expert’s qualifications only
– Challenge to expert’s conclusion only
– Matters better left for attack on cross-examination
– Type of expert generally accepted
– Judicial disposition towards experts
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To File or Not to File a Daubert Motion
 Considerations in favor of
challenge...opinion not reliable

making

a

Daubert

– Flaws with methodology
– Flaws with foundation
– Failure to follow or use an accepted methodology
– Chosen method cannot be tested or replicated
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To File or Not to File a Daubert Motion
 Additional factors in favor of making a Daubert
challenge
– Improper extrapolation
– Reliance on anecdotal evidence
– Failure to consider alternatives causes
– Failure to conduct tests or inspections
– Expert would act more careful in non-litigation context
– Field of expertise is not known to reach reliable results
– Speculation or subjective belief
– Preservation

 Check your jurisdiction for other factors
32

Other Expert Attacks


Failure to follow the rules
–

Case Management Order

–

Rule 26 / Fla.R.Civ.P. 1.280 requirements

–

Late or incomplete disclosures

–

Prejudice



Rule 37 / Fla.R.Civ.P. 1.380 sanctions



Opinions involving matters of law
–

Meaning of a contract or regulation

–

Meaning of the standard of care

–

Expert typically cannot opine on matters of law
EDWARD J. SEIBERT, A.I.A. ARCHITECT & PLANNER, P.A. V. BAYPORT BEACH & TENNIS CLUB
ASS’N, 573 So. 2d 889, 892 (Fla. 2d DCA 1990)



Opinions must be helpful to trier of fact
–

Rule 702 / Fla. Stat. 90.702 : testimony must assist trier of fact understand evidence of determine
fact in issue
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Other Expert Attacks


Conclusory opinions
– Failure to consider all relevant data
 What did expert ask for?
 What did counsel provide?



Cumulative testimony
– Multiple experts giving same opinions



Expert bias
– Work history
– Relationships



Lack of knowledge/qualifications/experience
– Court must ensure that expert is qualified in the specific area which is the subject of
opinions
WORLD TRAVELING FOOLS, LLC V. DIAMOND AIRCRAFT INDUS., INC.,2014
WL 5321073, at *3 (S.D. Fla. Oct. 17, 2014)
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Other Expert Attacks
 Prior successful challenges to expert opinions
– Struck down or limited by other courts or tribunals
– May be difficult to find through public records
– Seek in discovery

 Prior inconsistent positions
– Testimony
– Reports
– Publications
– Affiliations

 Attempt to backdoor inadmissible and prejudicial evidence
as the “basis” for an opinion (Rule 703 / Fla. Stat. 90.704)
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Challenging Construction Defect Testimony
 Construction defect related testimony usually based on a
mix of science and expertise/knowledge
 Challenges usually focus on methodology or standards
– Was the right building code standard used?

 Challenges will also be made to qualifications
 If challenging a scientific method, it makes sense to
produce an expert to describe the flaws
– Interplan Architects, Inc. v. C.L. Thomas, Inc., 2010 WL 4065465
(S.D. Tex. 2010)(finding expert’s opinion on gross revenues
unreliable)
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Challenging Scheduling Expert Testimony


CPM scheduling testimony is typical in construction disputes



Various industry approved methods used for CPM schedules



–

As planned versus as-built schedule comparison

–

Collapsed as-built schedule

–

Time impact analysis (TIA)

–

Windows analysis

Courts look to the methodology when determining the reliability of scheduling testimony
–



The more widely used, the more likely to be admissible

Other cases to review
–

MACTEC Inc. v. Bechtel Jacobs Co., LLC, 2008 WL 250518 (E.D. Tenn. Jan. 28, 2008)(denying
Daubert challenge of delay expert)

–

Weitz Co., LLC v. MH Washington, LLC, 631 F.3d 510, 526-27 (8th Cir. 2011)(denying Daubert
challenge of delay expert)
 Weight vs. admissibility
 “A certain amount of speculation is necessary, an even greater amount is permissible (and
goes to the weight of the testimony), but too much is fatal to admission.”
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Challenging Scheduling Expert Testimony
RLI Insurance Co. v. Indian River School District, 2007 WL 4292109
(D. Del. Dec. 4, 2007)
 Scheduling expert’s report was contested as unreliable because it
didn’t identify critical path and causal links
– Methodology used was not in report
“The bulk of the report was a poorly-organized timeline of the
project events.”
– Court allowed expert time to remedy the deficiencies in the report
 The court instructed the expert to identify methodology with “greater
clarity and precision” and to “more clearly identify the critical path
at the start of the project in his discussion for the initial schedule,
and throughout his entire analysis.”
 Defendant awarded costs and AFs for Plaintiff’s failure to comply with
Rule 26(a).
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Challenging Construction Defect Testimony
Weitz Co., LLC v. MacKenzie House, LLC, 2009 WL
4030756 (W.D. Mo. Nov. 19, 2009)
 Defendants sought to exclude plaintiff’s expert’s delay / damage
analysis
– Argued that the opinions failed to account for certain facts

 Expert used a “window” methodology
– Court stated it was an industry accepted methodology
– Issues with factual analysis should be covered in cross-examination
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Challenging Construction Defect Testimony
First Assembly of God Church v. Fondren, 2003 WL
25685226 (E.D. Tex. Jan. 8, 2003)
 Building collapsed from alleged faulty construction during a
snowstorm
 Plaintiff’s expert claims it was due to lack of flange braces
– Defense argues the expert failed to account for other issues in his
calculation including force and shear

 Court found testimony reliable and admissible
– Defense failed to show why additional calculations were necessary
– Lack of other calculations could be dealt with in cross
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Challenging Construction Defect Testimony
Inn by the Sea Homeowner’s Ass’n v. Seainn, LLC, 170
So.3d 496 (Miss. 2015)
 Repairs to condominiums
 Testimony must have a reliable basis
– One expert used a 5-year-old RS Means manual to prepare his
estimates
– Other expert admitted his estimate was just a “general” estimate
(ballpark range)

 Court gave party multiple opportunities to shore up opinions
– Be specific and provide detailed basis – particularly if Court is
suspect of original basis
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Challenging Construction Defect Testimony
Residences at Ocean Grande v. Allianz Global Risks, 2009
WL 7020044 (N.D. Fla. Sept. 9, 2009)
 Green board at Trump Palace alleged to absorb water and
create mold growth
 Expert concluded green board didn’t meet water resistance and
caused mold growth
– Plaintiff argued report was not reliable because the sample size was
too small
– Expert stated ASTM protocols were used, but with minor deviations
to the test

 Report was considered relevant and deviations handled in
cross-examination
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Challenging Damages Expert Testimony
Safeco Insurance Co. of America v. S & T Bank, 2010 WL 786257 (W.D. Pa. Mar. 3, 2010)


Actual Cost Method vs. Total Cost Method



Plaintiff’s expert was using a modified total cost method
–



Defense challenged the reliability of the total cost method

The court allowed the testimony
–

Third Circuit and state courts had previously allowed the methodology

–

MCDEVITT & ST. CO. V. DEP’T OF GEN. SERVS.,377 So. 2d 191, 192 (Fla. 1st DCA 1979)(total cost)

–

Department of Transp. v. Hawkins Bridge Co.,457 So. 2d 525, 528 (Fla. 1st DCA 1984) (total cost)

–

J.D. Heddin Constr. Co., Inc. v. U.S.,347 F.2d 235, 247 (Ct. Cl. 1965) (total cost)

–

In re Electric Mach. Enters., Inc., 416 B.R. 801, 855 (M.D. Fla. 2009)(modified total cost)
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Challenging Damages Expert Testimony
Tampa Bay Water v. HDR Eng’g, Inc., 2011 WL 3101803
(M.D. Fla., July 25, 2011)
 Defects in water treatment plant
– Damages sought for future loss of use of plant
– Argument over whether City would need use of desalination plan during repairs

 Plaintiff’s experts overreached
– Assumed “low flow conditions” (drought) and reservoir water would be
unavailable
– No solid basis for it
– Court found expert had predicted the next drought

 “What if” scenarios may be acceptable in water utility planning
but does not meet exacting standards of Daubert
– Not based on “good grounds” because not based on known facts
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Challenging Damages Expert Testimony
Busch v. Dyno Nobel, Inc., 2002 U.S. App. Lexis 14724
(6th Cir. 2002)
 Unpublished case demonstrating the trial court failing to do its job
during a Daubert hearing
 Court ruled the testimony related to lost profits was inadmissible
because underlying reasoning/methodology was speculative
and lacked foundation
 Appellate court remanded and told trial court to fulfill its
gatekeeping role because it failed to provide factual support in its
ruling
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Challenging Damages Expert Testimony
GASA, Inc. v. United States, 88 Fed. Cl. 752 (2009)
 Defense wanted to exclude expert from discussing delay
damages
– The expert revised the damages calculation and the defendant
argued the methodology was improper
– Expert stated the revised costs were a simple mathematical
calculation

 Court held the testimony was admissible and whether the
correct amounts were added go to the weight of the testimony
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Challenging Qualifications
Campo v. Sternberger, 179 So. 209 (La. App. 5th Cir.,
November 19, 2015)
 Foundation claim
 Plaintiff’s expert was a home inspector
– Had civil engineering degree but not a licensed engineer
– Had been accepted as an expert in numerous cases

 Experience was sufficient
– “Emphasis is on learning and skill rather than on possession of
a license in a particular field.”
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Challenging Construction Defect Testimony
Phillips v. Water Bay Management Corp., 2002 WL
31415693 (D.V.I. Apr. 8, 2002)
 Slip and fall case
– Plaintiff’s safety expert argued stairs were defective

 Court held references to ADA and OSHA standards were
inadmissible and irrelevant
– Standards didn’t define the standard of care owed to a business
invitee
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Challenging Damages Expert Testimony
 Successful challenge can really disrupt a case
 Important issues for these experts:
– Accepted methodology
– Have their assumptions been tested?
– Inclusion of all relevant documents
– Subject the work to peer review

 Other representative cases:
– AMEC Civil, LLC v. DMJM Harris, Inc., 2009 WL 1883985 (D.N.J.
June 30, 2009)(denying contractor’s modified total cost method)
– Interplan Architects, Inc. v. C.L. Thomas, Inc., 2010 WL 4065465,
(S.D. Tex. Oct. 8, 2010)(finding expert’s opinion on gross revenues
unreliable)
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What Should the Motion Look Like?
 Develop arguments during discovery
 Give the judge a roadmap
 Explain the science
 Use the record to show the challenged opinion(s)
– Attach the challenged report

 Be specific about allegations
 Be specific about requested relief
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What Should the Motion Look Like?
 Rules do not necessarily have specific format
– Cite applicable standard (Frye vs. Daubert)
– Supporting material does not have to be independently
admissible
– Supporting material that will help the court understand why
the challenged testimony is not reliable
– Supporting material outside the record
 Affidavit of your expert witness
 Affidavit of fact witness
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What Should the Opposition Look Like?
 Explain the methodology and how it has been reliably
applied
 Expose attacks as matters for cross-examination
– “Vigorous cross-examination, presentation of contrary evidence, and
careful instruction on the burden of proof are the traditional and
appropriate means of attacking shaky but admissible evidence.”
Daubert, 509 U.S. at 596.

 Accepted by other courts
 Produce evidence to rebut testimony
– Fimbres v. Garlock Equip. Co., 2014 WL 2612513 (W.D. Ky. June
11, 2014)(excluding expert where proponent failed to produce
evidence to rebut challenge on expert’s credibility or qualifications)
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Daubert Hearing
 Request a hearing with the Daubert motion
– Preferable to have hearing sufficiently in advance of trial (as
opposed to extended voir dire during trial)
 Even after Daubert hearing, request voir dire of expert during trial

 Hearing is discretionary
 Outside the presence of the jury
 Preview of the trial arguments and lock-in admissions
– “[A]pproach the hearing as if the judge knows nothing and
spell it out for him or her using the clearest, least technical
explanation possible.” Judge Paul Grimm (D. Md.)

 Rules of evidence not strictly applied
53

Post-Daubert Hearing
 If partial opinion excluded, make proffer at trial to preserve
the record
– American Auto Ins Co. v. Omega Flex, Inc., 783 F.3d 720 (8th Cir.
2015)(failure to proffer expert opinion at trial and record not clear on
what was excluded)

 Even if motion denied, don’t give up
– Raise again during pretrial conference and at trial
– Address specific areas of expert disagreement to narrow trial issues
– Address in advance any expert presentations to the jury
 Demonstrative evidence (videos, models)
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claims, and insurance/coverage disputes.
Gary also represents municipalities and local governments in all aspects of
public works projects including procurement documents, bid protests, and
construction and design agreements.
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